Considering the sailing characteristics and difficult maneuverability of hovercraft, the three degree-of-freedom (DOF) mathematical model cannot describe effectively the motion of hovercraft. Therefore, a mathematical model of four-DOF motion of hovercraft is established. This paper addresses the trajectory tracking problem of the hovercraft with finite-time convergence to equilibrium point, model uncertainty, external disturbance and drift angle constraint based on the four-DOF model. A novel robust tracking controller is proposed by combining finite-time observer with adaptive sliding mode control to solve the problem of the finite-time convergence and handle approximation error. In order to ensure the safe navigation of the hovercraft, a safety constraint auxiliary system is designed to restrain the drift angle in real time. Furthermore, a finite-time observer is designed to estimate and compensate model uncertainties and external disturbances. We show that under the proposed control scheme, all tracking errors can converge to zero in finite time, the drift angle can be constrained in real time and all closed-loop signals are guaranteed to be bounded. Finally, the numerical simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
There is flexible skirt around the bottom of underactuated hovercraft for sealing the cushion air. By constantly pressing high pressure air of the cushion lift fan into the flexible skirt, the hovercraft can get sufficient cushion lift force for sailing to obtain its unique amphibious property [1] . It can sail at high speed over shoals, sandy beaches, marshes, ice and other environments, where no other surface vessels can arrive [1] . In recent decades, due to its unique performance, hovercraft has attracted more and more attention in Marine research, such as Marine resources exploration, rescue, transportation, military missions and other fields.
It is worth noting that the hovercraft has very little contact with the water and low righting moments result in turning rudder is to easily produce a large roll angle and sternkickoff, so that it runs in a dangerous situation. The lateral component of the force of air cushion force under large roll The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhiguang Feng . angle makes the ship drift sideways and loses course stability, which may cause the ship capsizing accident. At the same time, the hovercraft has very weak anti-interference ability and poor navigation stability, which may cause the capsizing accident when it is disturbed by the external environment or when the pilots turn the rudder in the emergency state. Or the skirt of the hovercraft's bow touches the water, resulting in a negative pitch angle, and then the bow appears to plough-in, a large yaw angle, drift angle, and large roll angle until the ship capsize [2] - [4] . Considering that the above dangerous navigation situation is closely related to the roll angle of hovercraft, this paper establishes a four-DOF motion mathematical model of hovercraft by taking roll degree of freedom into account, which is closer to the motion characteristics of real ship than the three-DOF model.
Usually the main actuators of the hovercraft include two air propellers at the stern and a vertical air rudder mounted behind every propeller. The propellers mainly provide the forward power and the rudders provide the turning moment. Therefore, hovercraft is a kind of typical underactuated ship. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
The main difficulty for underactuated surface ship control is that the lateral axis is not directly actuated and the number of independent actuators in the underactuated system is less than the number of degrees of freedom. The challenge to control underactuated surface vessels is how to use two independent actuators to control the ship's four-DOF motion in the presence of model uncertainty and external disturbances. In the past 20 years, in order to overcome the above difficulties, various underactuated surface ship control methods have been proposed through the efforts of researchers, and great achievements have been achieved. Due to the parameter uncertainty and high nonlinearity of underactuated surface ships, some so-called robust control algorithms have been proposed, such as sliding mode control [5] - [9] , neural network control [10] - [12] , robust adaptive control [13] - [15] , H ∞ robust control [16] , backstepping techniques [17] - [20] , fuzzy control [21] - [23] , [30] . In ship motion control, the above methods are very effective in dealing with environmental disturbance and model uncertainty.
Recently, considering the robustness of ship control, literature [24] adopted the biological inspired method for trajectory tracking control of underactuated surface ships, and used the single-layer neural network to approximate the unknown dynamics including uncertain model parameters and hydrodynamic coefficients, thus solving the problem of model uncertainty. In [25] , a practical adaptive neural network tracking controller is proposed by using backstepping technique and neural network minimum parameter learning method in the case of imprecise model information and external disturbance. A unified online adaptive nearly optimal control framework for linear and nonlinear systems with parametric uncertainties is presented in [26] . Under this framework, an auxiliary system which converges to the unknown dynamics is constructed to approximate and compensate the parameter uncertainty. An adaptive dynamic sliding mode control method for trajectory tracking control of under-actuated underwater unmanned vehicle is proposed in [6] , but the proposed adaptive sliding mode control requires some assumptions, such as the existence of first derivative of external disturbance and control input. In [27] , an adaptive fuzzy H ∞ control method is proposed for the problem of ship steering to keep the influence of model error and external disturbance on tracking error below any ideal level. In [29] used the combination of neural network and terminal sliding mode to design a finite time trajectory tracking controller for underactuated hovercraft, but the designed sliding mode surface is asymptotically convergent. Considering ship dynamic positioning system with the unknown model parameters and unknown time varying environment disturbance, an adaptive fuzzy controller is proposed in [21] , the adaptive fuzzy system combined with vector backstepping method is utilized to estimate the unknown dynamics model parameters and unknown time varying environmental disturbance. In [22] , an adaptive fuzzy stabilization controller is designed for underactuated surface ships in the presence of unknown time-varying environmental disturbances. The adaptive fuzzy system is used to approximate the uncertain terms caused by unknown time-varying environmental disturbances in the control law. The finite time PI sliding mode control of hypersonic vehicles is proposed in [37] , however, the structure of the designed controller is not conductive to the combination with other control strategies.
Motivated by the above-mentioned observations, a novel finite-time adaptive PI sliding mode trajectory tracking control strategy for underactuated hovercraft with drift Angle constraint is proposed. In particular, in comparison with the controllers to ensure asymptotic convergence in [29] , the sliding mode manifold in this paper can converge to zero in finite time. The special structure of the designed PI sliding mode control strategy can relax some assumptions in [6] , [29] , such as the existence of the first derivative of the control input. Considering the safe navigation of hovercraft, the drift angle constraint auxiliary system is designed to constrain the drift angle in real time, so as to ensure the safe navigation of hovercraft. The tracking error of the control system can converge to zero in finite time and all signals in the closed loop system are bounded. Finally, the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed controller are verified by numerical simulations.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: The preliminaries and problem formulation are given and the four-DOF motion model of underactuated hovercraft with model uncertainty and external disturbance is established in Section 2. Section 3 is devoted to the finite time adaptive PI sliding mode trajectory tracking controllers design for the hovercraft with drift angle constraint under model uncertainty and external disturbance. Numerical simulation results are showed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the work of this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. PRELIMINARIES Lemma 1 [31] : Considering a n-th order system as follows:
if the controller we developed ensures that the following equation is true:
the states [x 1 , · · ·, x n ] T of the system can converge to the equilibrium point in finite time t f . Where k i and α i (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) are positive constant. k i can be selected such that the polynomial p n + k n p n−1 + · · · + k 2 p 2 + k 1 is Hurwitz, i.e., the eigenvalues of the polynomial are all in the left-half side of the complex plane. α i can be selected based on the following equation:
Lemma 2 [32] , [33] : A second-order system with perturbation has the following form:
where x 1 and x 2 are the state variable, k 1 and k 2 are the design gain, ρ(x 1 , x 2 , t) is the perturbation term, and there is a constant L > 0, such that |ρ(x 1 , x 2 , t)| ≤ L is true. For any constant L and the existence of gain k 1 and k 2 makes the system (4) stable globally the equilibrium point x 1 = 0 and x 2 = 0 in finite time. Lemma 3 [34] : For any real numbers x 1 , . . . x n and 0 < b < 1, then the following inequality holds:
Lemma 4 [35] : For any real numbers
Reference frames of the hovercraft.
B. DYNAMIC MODEL OF A HOVERCRAFT
Based on the [29] , the kinematic model and dynamic model are used to describe the four-DOF motion of the hovercraft in Fig.1 , as follows:
with
where u, v, p and r represent the surge velocity, sway velocity, roll angular velocity and yaw angular velocity of the hovercraft in the body-fixed frame, respectively. x, y, φ and ψ denote position, roll angle and yaw angle of the hovercraft with respect to earth-fixed frame. The control inputs are surge force τ u and yaw moment τ r . m 0 , J x0 and J z0 denote the known hull design mass and moment of inertia. m, J x and J z are considered uncertainty of hull mass and moment of inertia. F xD0 , F yD0 , M xD0 and M zD0 represent the part of the approximate model that can be calculated through certain test methods in the current resistance models of hovercraft such as air resistance, air momentum force, skirt resistance and wave-making resistance, etc. F xD , F yD , M xD and M zD denote the uncertainty of model parameters in water and air resistance and the model uncertainty caused by modeling errors. d u (t), d v (t), d p (t) and d r (t) represent disturbances, which are unmodeled hydrodynamic disturbances and affect the control accuracy. f u , f v , f p and f r represent the sum of model uncertainties and external disturbances. F xD0 , F yD0 , M xD0 and M zD0 can be determined by following equations: and (x c , y c ) represent the coordinates of these action points. β and V a mean drift angle and relative wind speed, respectively. β and V a can be determined by following equations:
where β a represents relative wind direction, V ω and β ω mean absolute wind speed and direction, respectively. Assumption 1: The motion of pitch and heave of hovercraft are ignored. The pressure of each air chamber and the flow of cushion fan are constant.
Assumption 2: The hovercraft is fitted with two same air propellers and two same air rudders, which are symmetrically mounted at the tail of the hovercraft. And the air rudder provides the turning moment, the propeller only provides the forward thrust.
Assumption 3:
The model uncertainties f u , f v , f p and f r and their first time derivatives are bounded, that is |f i | ≤ T i max , ḟ i ≤ T id max (i = u, v, p, r), T i max and T id max are positive constants.
Remark 1: Since the uncertain terms f u , f v , f p and f r are functions of the system state variables and the unmodeled hydrodynamic disturbances, thus they are bounded, differentiable and their derivatives are bounded from [29] . Therefore, Assumption 3 is realistic in practice.
Assumption 4: The surge velocity u, sway velocity v and yaw angular velocity r of the hovercraft are bounded.
Remark 2: In the motion process of underactuated hovercraft, the surge velocity, sway velocity and yaw angular velocity of the hovercraft cannot be infinite due to the constraints of hydrodynamic damping term, air resistance and the ability of the actuator [36] .
C. PROBLEM FORMULATION
For the convenience of description, we first define the desired reference trajectory in this paper. The target tracked by the hovercraft is generated by the virtual ship:
Assumption 5: The tracking target states x d ,y d ,ψ d and their first time derivatives are bounded.
We define the following position tracking errors:
Using (7) and (13), the derivatives of the position errors are obtained as follows:
In addition, the velocity and yaw angular velocity tracking errors are defined as follows:
where virtual controls α u , α v and α r are designed as desired velocities and yaw angular velocity of the u, v and r, respectively. According to equations of hovercraft dynamics (8) and (14), the derivatives of the tracking error of velocities and yaw angular velocity can be obtained as follows:
The problems solved in this paper can be formulated as follows:
Considering the hovercraft models (7) and (8) in existence of the model uncertainties and external disturbances, a finitetime adaptive PI sliding mode trajectory tracking controller is designed to generated surge force τ u , desired yaw angular velocity α r and yaw moment τ r in order to guarantee velocity tracking errors u e , v e and yaw angular velocity tracking error r e converge to zero in finite time. Then by the reasonable analysis and design of the desired velocities α u and α v , the position tracking errors x e , y e can converge to zero in finite time. At the same time, the drift angle is restricted in the control process, which ensures the safe navigation of the hovercraft.
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN
In this section, a trajectory tracking controller based on the adaptive finite-time PI sliding mode is designed for the underactuated hovercraft, and the uncertainty of the system is estimated and compensated by the finite-time observer. In order to ensure the navigation safety of the hovercraft, the drift angle β safety constraint auxiliary system of the hovercraft is designed to constrain the hovercraft's drift angle within the safety range.
A. DESIGN OF THE DESIRED VELOCITIES
The desired surge and sway velocities as virtual control laws of position errors are designed as follows:
where k x1 , k x2 , k y1 and k y2 are positive design constants. Assumption 6: The roll angle of the hovercraft satisfies inequality: |φ| < 90 • .
Remark 3: In the normal motion control process of hovercraft, φ is impossible to achieve ±90 • due to the effect of roll restoring moment. If the external environment disturbance breaks the balance relationship, the control task of this paper also loses its significance.
If the velocity errors u e and v e converge to zero in finite time, we have:
By substituting (18) into (14), we can obtain the following equation:ẋ e + k x1 x e + k x2 sign (x e ) |x e | 
According to (19) we select Lyapunov function V p about position errors:
According to Lemma 3, we can obtain the derivative of V p :
where k m1 = min 2k x1 , 2k y1 , k m2 = min 2 3 4 k x2 , 2 3 4 k y2 . According to lemma 4, when velocity tracking errors u e and v e converge to zero in finite time, the position tracking errors x e , y e converge to zero in finite time t p ≤ 4 ln k m1 V 3 / 4 p (0) + k m2 k m2 k m1 as well.
B. DESIGN OF THE SURGE FORCE
The surge force is designed to ensure velocity tracking error converges to zero in finite time. Since the dynamic model (8) contains model uncertainty and external disturbance, the following finite-time observer is designed to estimate it. Prior to the design the observer, the following extended state variables are defined:
Then we sequentially define L u =ḟ u , L v =ḟ v and L r =ḟ r , according to Assumption 3 we easy know that L u , L v and L r are bounded. Let's take the derivative of (22) with dynamic model (8) as follows:
The finite-time observer is designed as follows:
where e u1 = z u1 −ẑ u1 , e v1 = z v1 −ẑ v1 and e r1 = z r1 −ẑ r1 are estimation errors of the observer. k u1 , k u2 , k v1 , k v2 , k r1 and k r2 are positive observer gains, according to (24) we can obtain the state equation of the observer errors as follows:
ė u1 = −k u1 |e u1 | 1/2 sign(e u1 ) + e u2 e u2 = −k u2 sign(e u1 ) + L u ė v1 = −k v1 |e v1 | 1/2 sign(e v1 ) + e v2 e v2 = −k v2 sign(e v1 ) + L v ė r1 = −k r1 |e r1 | 1/2 sign(e r1 ) + e r2 e r2 = −k r2 sign(e r1 ) + L r (25) where e u2 = z u2 −ẑ u2 , e v2 = z v2 −ẑ v2 and e r2 = z r2 −ẑ r2 . According to lemma 2, the above observation errors system is finite-time stable. By selecting appropriate parameters k u1 , k u2 , k v1 , k v2 , k r1 and k r2 the observer errors can converge to equilibrium point e u1 = 0, e u2 = 0, e v1 = 0, e v2 = 0, e r1 = 0 and e r2 = 0 in finite time t f 1 , that is, the following equation is true after time t f 1 :
Next, the surge force τ u is designed to make the surge velocity error converge to zero in finite time. Design the sliding surface s 1 :
where parameters k 1 and α 1 are determined by the rules in the Lemma 1. Based on (16) , the derivative of s 1 is:
Consider the Lyapunov function V 1 as:
By using (28) , the derivative of V 1 yields:
According to (30) , the surge control law is designed as follows:
where η 1 ≥ ε u max is a very small design constant which can offset the estimation error of the finite-time observer. ε u max > |e u2 |, η 2 > 0 and k s1 > 0 are constants. By substituting (31) into (30), we can get the derivative of V 1 as follows:
C. DESIGN OF THE DESIRED YAW ANGULAR VELOCITY Next, the desired yaw angular velocity α r is designed as a stability function to guarantee the sway velocity error converge to zero in a finite time. Design the sliding surface s 2 :
where parameters k 2 and α 2 are selected via the rules in the Lemma 1. Substituting (16) into (33) , the derivative of s 2 is:
Consider the Lyapunov function V 2 as:
Using (34) , the derivative of V 2 as follows:
According to (36) , the desired yaw angular velocity α r is designed as follows:
where η 2 ≥ ε v max , ε v max > |e v2 | is very small constant, η 4 > 0, k s2 > 0 are constants. Remark 4: Hovercraft relies on air propeller to provide forward power. In normal motion control, the pitch angle is positive. Only in special cases, such as entering and leaving the mother ship, the negative pitch angle can be set. Therefore, in the motion control process of hovercraft we set surge speed u > 0.
Define the yaw angular velocity error variable r e = r − α r , when r e converge to zero in finite time the equation r = α r holds. By substituting (37) into (36), we can obtain the derivative of V 2 as follows:
DESIGN OF THE YAW MOMENT
Next, we design the yaw moment τ r to stabilize yaw angular velocity error r e , Firstly, the input of safety constraint auxiliary system of hovercraft drift angle β is defined as follows:
where k β is positive coefficient, β max can be determined by the following equation:
Design safety constraint auxiliary system [28] :
where k ξβ1 > 1, k ξβ2 > 0 and k ξβ3 > 0 are parameters of the safety constraint auxiliary system, > 0 is very small constant.
In order to obtain yaw moment τ r , design the sliding surface s 3 : This completes the proof. Remark 5: Compared with the previous work [29] , in which the controllers can only ensure that the sliding mode surfaces asymptotically converge to zero, thus tracking errors can converge to zero in finite time only after the sliding mode surfaces converge to zero. However, the controller designed in this paper can guarantee that the sliding surfaces converge to zero in finite time. And in the same time, the drift angle β is restricted in real time.
Remark 6: The special structure of the PI sliding mode manifolds in this paper can relax some assumptions in [6] , such as the existence of the first derivative of the control input. Therefore, the proposed control strategy is simple and easy to implement in practice. 
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, the experiments of the control system of the hovercraft trajectory tracking are executed in MATLAB R2014a on the computer. The comparison with conventional PID control is performed to verify effectiveness and robustness of the proposed control scheme. In simulations, the hovercraft's main parameters are shown in Table 1 [29] .
The control parameters are set as: k x1 = 0.01, k x2 = 0.15, k y1 = 0.04, k y2 = 0.12, k 1 = 0.5, α 1 = 0.8, k 2 = 0.05, α 2 = 0.1, k 3 = 0.001, α 3 = 0.55, η 1 = 0.02, η 2 = 0.01, η 3 = 0.08, η 4 = 0.06, η 5 = 0.01, η 6 = 0.059, k s1 = 0.1, k s2 = 0.001, k s3 = 0.0008, k βs3 = 2. The parameters of the auxiliary system are selected as: k ξβ1 = 1.1, k ξβ2 = 0.1, The initial values of the hovercraft model are set as:
The parameters of the desired trajectory is generated by the virtual ship (11) are set as:
where t c = 200s, r c = 0.5 • /s,
The model uncertainties and external disturbances are described by the following formula: 
The simulation results are shown in Fig.2, 3, 4 , 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Fig.2 shows the hovercraft followed the realistic performance in the problem of trajectory tracking or path following. From Fig.3 and 4 , it can be seen that the controllers designed in this paper is effective and ensure that no matter the tracking straight line or the quasi-circle the position tracking errors, velocities tracking errors and the yaw angular velocity tracking error can converge to a very small range near zero in finite time, and the proposed controllers have faster convergence speed and higher tracking accuracy than PID controller. The curves of the yaw angle, roll angle, sway velocity and yaw angular velocity vary with the time are shown in Fig.5 and 7 . The control inputs under these two controllers are shown in Fig.6 . It can be observed that the drift angle is restrained in real time under the proposed controllers in Fig.8 . The uncertainties and the corresponding estimation values are shown in Fig.9 . The curves of the sliding surface vary with time are presented in Fig.10 . All shown simulation results are illustrated the superiority and robustness of the proposed method.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a finite-time PI trajectory tracking control strategy for hovercraft with drift angle constraint. The control strategy enhances the robustness of the closed-loop system with model uncertainty and external disturbance. Based on the 4-DOF model, the desired velocities are designed according to the finite-time theory, and the desired yaw angular velocity is designed according to the finite-time PI sliding mode method. The velocity tracking errors and yaw angular velocity error are stabilized by the designed finite-time PI sliding mode controllers and all tracking errors can be guaranteed to converge to zero in finite time. The designed controllers can deal with the strong nonlinearity and uncertainty of the complex model of hovercraft by combining with the finite-time observer. The drift angle safety constraint auxiliary system can restrict the drift angle in real time as much as possible. The simulation results indicate the robustness and superiority of the proposed controller.
